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Marlink: New Sealink VSAT High Speed
Zones increase superyacht captains'
productivity and guest throughput
experience

New service delivers high bandwidth on demand service supporting increasing
demand among superyacht owners for flexible upgrades and downgrades

Oslo/Paris, 13 February 2017: Recent trials carried out in the Caribbean and
Mediterranean Sea have demonstrated the unique, high connectivity



throughput capabilities of Marlink’s new dynamic Sealink VSAT High Speed
Zones. Livewire Connections and e3 Systems, Marlink’s Service Provider
Partners in the superyacht segment, have thoroughly tested the new service’s
capabilities to increase the use of bandwidth intensive applications on board,
including video streaming and multiple high-speed wireless connections for
owner, guests and crew.

With fast-response dynamic bandwidth increases up to 15 Mbps on standard
equipment, and over 100Mbps using customised configurations available,
new Sealink VSAT High Speed Zones provide the fastest available Internet
access for temporary usage. The bandwidth increase was well received by the
Captains of Motor Yachts NARVALO, DOMANI and GO, all of which
experienced significant boosts to the bandwidth available on board.

Internet access is integral to the effective management of a superyacht. The
ability to request bandwidth on demand and have it activated within hours
enables Captains to meet the increasing and flexible connectivity
requirements of a vessel, in addition to satisfy the entertainment and
business needs of owners and guests, while also ensuring crew access for
browsing and social media.

According to Captain Tom Alderman, Motor Yacht NARVALO, modern
superyachts are highly dependent on connectivity to ensure smooth and
efficient management. NARVALO’s Marlink Sealink VSAT connectivity service
enables a wide range of applications used daily by Captain and crew,
including weather forecasting, contact with management and agencies,
connection to the yacht’s management online pages and cloud-based
planned maintenance system, and access to cloud storage solutions including
Dropbox and Google Drive.

“The Internet is used in many areas of the working day, so much of the yacht’s
productivity requires a stable internet connection. In fact, Internet connection is
so important these days that it’s almost a disaster if it fails,” said Captain
Alderman.

Balancing bandwidth between operational uses and owner, guest and crew
connectivity is made much easier with the throughput enabled by Marlink’s
High Speed Zones. When a yacht is in a Caribbean or Mediterranean High
Speed Zone, which cover all major seasonal destinations, extra bandwidth
can be ordered and will be available within hours of request. This means that



Captains have the flexibility to secure more bandwidth at short notice when
owners and guests come aboard, while enjoying the cost benefits of standard
throughput at other times.

“It’s important to ensure we have good Internet on board at all times, which is
why we choose the Sealink service. However, being able to increase speeds
through a single request to Livewire Connections when we are in the High Speed
Zones enables us to improve the online experience to cater for more people to use
the Internet simultaneously when the owner and guests visit,” said Captain
Alderman. “The High Speed Zone trial speed was very good. We could stream HD
TV on four screens, use internet radio throughout the yacht and still maintain
good speed for general web browsing. The higher connection speed was really
missed once the trial was over.”

Motor Yacht DOMANI Captain, Peter Pexton added: “Sealink delivers reliable
connectivity for us here in the USA and Caribbean and having access to a faster
service on request means we can always be ready for guests as they come on
board. The fact that the extra bandwidth is delivered quickly without any changes
to our hardware makes it a very flexible service, which helps towards meetingthe
requirements for connectivity on a modern superyacht.”

With such high throughput, the new High Speed Zones enable a wide range
of new applications, including the use of streaming services such as Netflix
and Apple TV, whilst ensuring fast Internet connectivity for all guests on
board at the same time.

“The guests were able to stream movies, which we’ve never been able to do
unless we were connected to a shore Internet cable,” said Captain Charlie
Rowlands, Motor Yacht GO. “Reliable connectivity is very important for owners
and crew onboard. With the new option for more bandwidth on request for a
shorter period of time, we experience more flexibility in how we use connectivity
onboard. The High Throughput Zones from Marlink are a simple phone call or
click away through our service provider e3 Systems.”

Designed for the high-end requirements of the superyacht sector, the new
service provides flexibility for upgrades to meet higher bandwidth demand
during peak yachting periods. While crew communication and operational
needs are met by Marlink’s standard global Sealink VSAT (Very Small
Aperture Terminal) services, the ability to massively increase connectivity
speeds for a period of a week or more ensures the work and entertainment



needs for bandwidth hungry applications are available on board in a similar
way as on shore.
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About the Marlink / Telemar Group

Through its ownership of both Marlink and Telemar, Apax Partners has
created a Group dedicated to providing the maritime industry with an
integrated offering of broadband communications, digital solutions, bridge
electronics and on-board maintenance. The Group is led by Erik Ceuppens as
CEO.

Combining the power of these two long-term, expert organisations, Telemar
and Marlink are the world’s leading maritime communication, digital
solutions and servicing specialist covering all customer segments at sea
including: Shipping, Offshore, Cruise & Ferry, Yachting and Fishing. The
newly combined group will generate US $450 Million in revenues with more
than 800 employees worldwide serving at least 1 in 3 vessels operating
globally. The group will also continue to deliver the benefits of a digital and
connected world to enterprise customers such as energy and mining
companies, humanitarian organisations, global media and events companies.



The new Group will provide customers with unrivalled service and support
through an enhanced global footprint and worldwide sales and service
locations. A global 24/7 helpdesk, specialised competence centres, local
presence on all continents and a network of 1000 service points staffed by
highly qualified, certified service engineers, will support global customers to
operate smarter and safer.

More than 70 years’ experience combined with strong satellite network
operator and bridge electronics manufacturer partnerships enables the group
to bring the power of broadband communication, maritime bridge technology
and service excellence to customers globally, further optimising their
business operations and enabling the digital vessels of tomorrow.
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